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N

anostructuring and compositing
are currently being pursued as important strategies to fabricate high
performance electrodes for lithium ion batteries (LIBs).1,2 For the former, it has been
demonstrated that active materials with
suﬃciently small sizes are able to avert
lithiation-induced stress accumulation and
fracture,38 and to allow fast charging and
discharging.9,10 For the latter, the overall
performance of an electrode, in terms of
higher energy density, power density, and
cyclability, could be enhanced by rationally
tailoring the mixture of the active materials
and additives such as a conducting matrix
or structural buﬀer.1115
Amorphous silicon coated carbon nanoﬁber (a-Si/CNF) composite nanostructures
have several advantages as an anode material for LIBs. First, a combination between
the high gravimetric capacity of Si and
excellent stability of CNF promises to boost
overall performance.11,13,1619 Si has the
highest theoretical capacity (4200 mAh/g for
Li22Si5 at high temperatures20 or 3579 mAh/g
for Li15Si4 at room temperature2124), which
is nearly ten times higher than that of graphite (372 mAh/g, LiC6). However, Si undergoes
∼300% volumetric expansion during lithiation, often leading to fracture,3,24,25 pulverization, and rapid capacity-fading of the
Si-based electrodes.13 In contrast, carbonaceous anodes exhibit great cyclability with
less than 10% volumetric changes upon
lithium insertion and extraction. Combining
Si and CNF provides tunable capacity, electrical, and mechanical properties. Second,
crystalline Si undergoes anisotropic swelling
during lithiation, namely fast lithiation along
Æ110æ and slow lithiation along Æ111æ crystal
orientations.2427 Such anisotropic expansion can be avoided by using a-Si.28 Third,
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ABSTRACT

Siliconcarbon nanoﬁbers coaxial sponge, with strong mechanical integrity and improved
electronic conductivity, is a promising anode structure to apply into commercial high-capacity
lithium ion batteries. We characterized the electrochemical and mechanical behaviors of
amorphous silicon-coated carbon nanoﬁbers (a-Si/CNFs) with in situ transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). It was found that lithiation of the a-Si coating layer occurred from the
surface and the a-Si/CNF interface concurrently, and propagated toward the center of the a-Si
layer. Such a process leads to a sandwiched LixSi/Si/LixSi structure, indicating fast Li transport
through the a-Si/CNF interface. Nanocracks and sponge-like structures developed in the a-Si
layer during the lithiation-delithiation cycles. Lithiation of the a-Si layer sealed in the hollow
CNF was also observed, but at a much lower speed than the counterpart of the a-Si layer
coated on the CNF surface. An analytical solution of the stress ﬁeld was formulated based on
the continuum theory of ﬁnite deformation, explaining the experimental observation of
longitudinal crack formation and general mechanical degradation mechanism in a-Si/CNF
electrode.
KEYWORDS: amorphous silicon . carbon nanoﬁber . interface . crack .
lithium ion battery . in situ TEM

the mass loading can be feasibly increased
by repeated stacking, while the thinness of
the a-Si and the mechanically robustness of
the CNF scaﬀold are maintained for high rate
performance and cyclability. Takamura et al.
demonstrated high capacity up to 2000 mAh/g
and high rate performance up to 30C (i.e.,
full lithiation in 2 min) of a-Si deposited on a
nickel substrate; however, the a-Si ﬁlm was
only 50-nm thick on the planar substrate
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows a schematic illustration of the in situ
experimental setup with a half-cell conﬁguration. The
CNFs were hollow and sometimes ﬁlled with porous
a-Si during the coating process (Figure 1a,b), in which a
uniform a-Si layer was deposited onto the CNF surface.
Figure 1b,c shows the typical morphology change of an
a-Si/CNF nanowire with a partially ﬁlled hollow cavity.
Both the surface and inner a-Si layers showed obvious
swelling, characterized by the increased thickness and
decreased pore sizes (Figure 1c), respectively. The
thickness of the surface a-Si layer increased from ∼7
to 25 nm after lithiation, corresponding to about 260%
volumetric expansion. The inner diameter of the hollow CNF increased from 112 to 122 nm, probably due
to the expansion of the sealed a-Si during lithiation.
The elliptical pores shrank (marked by the dashed
WANG ET AL.

yellow circles in Figure 1b,c) and the thickness of the
inner a-Si layer increased, indicating lithiation of the
a-Si sealed in the CNF and lithium transport through
the CNF wall. The CNF had a bilayered tubular structure
(Supporting Information, Figure S1). The inner layer
(∼20 nm thick) was aligned graphitic sheets with a dark
contrast, and the outer layer (∼55 nm thick) was
disordered graphitic clusters with a light contrast
(Figure S1). During lithiation, the CNF structure showed
little change. Figure 1d,e and Supporting Information,
movie S1 compare the morphology of another a-Si/
CNF wire before and after lithiation. There was no a-Si
ﬁlling in the hollow cavity of this particular CNF
(Figure 1d), so only swelling of the surface a-Si layer
was observed (Figure 1e). To improve the electrical
contacts between the outer a-Si layer and the current
collector, a thin layer of amorphous carbon (a-C) was
coated onto the wire by sputtering a graphite target
(Figure 1d). Such an a-C layer also showed obvious
expansion in thickness from 4.6 to 7.1 nm (Figure 1e),
similar to our previous observations in C-coated Si
nanowires.23
Intriguingly, an unexpected sandwich-lithiation manner was frequently observed in the in situ lithiation
tests of the a-Si/CNF structures (Figures 2 and 3 and
Supporting Information, Figure S2 and movies S2
and S3). Initially, lithiation occurred through the sequential manner (Figure 2a,b), that is, propagating
along both the axial and radial directions. This is
expected due to the surface transport of Liþ and its
insertion from the a-Si surface to the CNF. However, the
following lithiation showed diﬀerent features evidenced by the dark stripe in the a-LixSi layer in the
segment enclosed by the red dotted box in Figure 2c. It
appears that lithiation occurred from both the surface
and the interface (Figure 2c), which eventually depleted the residual a-Si in the middle (Figure 2d).
Figure 3 shows the sequential images that clearly
revealed the microstructural evolution of the surface
a-Si layer during lithiation. Initially, the interface between the CNF and the surface a-Si layer was merely
visible (Figure 3a). A white line of a-LixSi with a lower
average atomic weight appeared at the a-Si/CNF interface (Figure 3b), which extended into the a-Si layer
with continued lithiation (Figure 3c,d). In the meantime, lithiation occurred from the outmost surface and
propagated inward. The initial a-Si surface layer was
converted to a sandwiched structure, with the unreacted Si with a dark contrast in the middle of the
top and bottom a-LixSi layers with a light contrast due
to the lower average atomic weight. It is worth noting
that longitudinal Li transport or the sequential lithiation manner still exists, since the radial lithiation at
the upstream of Liþ ﬂow was earlier than that at the
downstream (Figure 3c,d). Depletion of the sandwiched a-Si layer resulted in a moving tail along
the axial lithiation direction, and the radial lithiation
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and could not go thicker.9 On the other hand, Hu et al.
demonstrated increasing the areal capacity by using
stacked a-Si/CNFs, that is, the three-dimensional (3D)
sponge-like structures.16 Since a single material is
unlikely to meet all the requirements at the same time,
nanostructured composite materials will be the preferred method to achieve high performance.
Despite constant eﬀorts to develop Si/C composite
electrode materials in all forms,11,17,29,30 a fundamental
understanding of the lithiation and failure mechanisms
is still lacking. Recently, Wang et al. reported the ﬁrst
in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigation of the microstructural evolution of individual
a-Si/CNF structures in a nanobattery with an ionic
liquid electrolyte, which showed the structural evolution and phase transformation in the composite
nanomaterial.28 It was suggested that the a-Si layer
on the CNF was lithiated to an amorphous LiSi alloy
(a-LixSi) in a sequential manner, that is, a lithiation front
propagated along the Liþ diﬀusion direction and converted a-Si into a-LixSi accompanied by instant swelling, and ﬁnally the a-LixSi was converted to the
crystalline Li15Si4 (c-Li15Si4) phase.28 However, because
of the electron-beam-induced gelation of the ionic
liquid electrolyte, a thick jelled electrolyte layer was
formed on the nanowire that prevented observation of
ﬁne structural changes.28 Ghassemi et al. reported the
in situ TEM lithiation tests of a-Si nanorods (not composited with carbon) and claimed formation of the
Li22Si5 phase upon full lithiation.31 Herein, we report an
unexpected observation of the sandwich-lithiation
mechanism of the a-Si/CNF composite, featuring simultaneous lithiation from the a-Si surface and the
a-Si/CNF interface and thus formation of a LixSi/Si/LixSi
sandwiched structure in the coating layer during lithiation. Such observation was made possible by the in situ
TEM experiments in the solid cell conﬁguration, which
utilizes a solid-state electrolyte of Li2O that does not
wet the nanowire surface.32,33
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Figure 1. In situ experimental setup and typical microstructural changes during lithiation of the amorphous Si on carbon
nanoﬁber (a-Si/CNF) anode. (a) Schematic illustration of the half-cell conﬁguration for the in situ electrochemical
lithiationdelithiation tests inside a TEM. The working electrode is an individual CNF (black) coated with a uniform a-Si
layer (yellow). Some CNFs are also partially ﬁlled with a-Si. A Li metal on a W probe is the counter electrode, and the native Li2O
layer on Li metal serves as a solid-state electrolyte for Li transport. (b,c) Morphology change of a partially ﬁlled CNF. The
surface coating layer of a-Si was thickened from 7 to 25 nm after lithiation, and the porous a-Si in the hollow CNF expanded
from 112 to 122 nm, while the thickness of the CNF wall slightly decreased from 77 to 75 nm. The pores in the inner a-Si part
shrank due to the volume expansion of Si during lithiation (marked by the yellow dashed circles). (d,e) Morphology change of
a CNF without Si ﬁlling in the hollow tube. The Si coating layers was thickened from ∼13 to 55 nm after lithiation, and the CNF
structure was almost unchanged during lithiation. The outmost amorphous carbon layer was thickened from 4.6 to 7.1 nm
after lithiation, indicating that carbon was also lithiated.

seemed to be uneven on the circumference because
the tail positions were diﬀerent (marked by the top and
bottom arrows in Figure 3e). Finally, the surface a-Si
layer was completely converted to a-LixSi (Figure 3f),
and the inner a-Si inside the CNF was also partially
lithiated, as the white lines (i.e., contrast of a-LixSi,
marked by the blue arrows in Figure 3f) appeared at
the interfaces between the inner a-Si (dark stripes,
marked by the yellow bars in Figure 3f) and the CNF.
WANG ET AL.

Our observations revealed some previously unknown features of the ﬁne structural changes in the
composite nanowire during lithiation. (1) The a-Si/CNF
interface also served as the fast Liþ transport channel.
Lithiation at the interface should replace most SiC
bonds into LiC bonds, and change the interface
property. This is consistent with the previously observed fast diﬀusion of Li on carbonaceous materials
such as carbon nanotubes and graphene.34 According
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Figure 2. Lithiation of the surface Si coating layer. (a,b) Surface lithiation regime. Initially the lithiation was characterized by a
moving reaction front (marked by the red arrows) followed by the swelling segment with a uniform light contrast that
indicates the phase transformation from a-Si to a-LixSi with reduced average atomic weight. (c,d) Surface and interface
lithiation (or so-called “sandwich-lithiation”) regime. At this stage, lithiation occurred from both the a-Si surface and the a-Si/
CNF interface (marked by the red dotted box in panel c). The coating layer became a layered structure of LixSi/Si/LixSi, showing
a unique striped contrast with the dark unreacted Si in the center.

to the radial lithiation speed ratio and thickening of the
top and bottom a-LixSi layers in the sandwich structure,
the Li ﬂux through the interface diﬀusion is about
80% of that through surface diﬀusion (Figure 3d). The
sandwich-lithiation mechanism may have a signiﬁcant
impact on the fracture of the coating layer and stability
of the entire composite structure, because the lithiation at the a-Si/CNF interface is believed to change the
bonding/adhesion of the coating layer to the structural
support. (2) Lithiation of the sealed Si in the CNF is
possible but relatively slow. Lithium transport through
the CNF wall occurs when there is an opening on the
CNF wall or the defective CNF wall is permeable to Liþ
ions. In our experiments, lithiation of the inner a-Si in
the CNF cavity predominantly took place from the a-Si/
CNF interface (such as the widening white lines in
Figure 3f), but the sandwiched structure was not
observed for the inner a-Si due to the lack of obvious
surface lithiation from the inner a-Si surface. This may
imply that Li transport is possible through the CNF
backbone, as evidenced by lithiation of the a-Si layers
on the two sides of the CNF wall. Further investigations
are needed to identify the lithiation mechanism of the
sealed Si. Nevertheless, the inner a-Si sealed in the
hollow CNF can be lithiated (Figures 1c, 3f), although at
a relatively slower speed than the outer coating layer.
This is consistent with the concept of pocketed Si
demonstrated by Hertzberg et al.,35 however, it also
suggests that the carbon pocket should not be too
thick. The lithiation kinetics is likely rate-controlled by
the Li diﬀusion through a-Si/CNF interfaces, while the
WANG ET AL.

stable CNF provides excellent mechanical and electrical support to the active materials sealed in it.
Figure 4 and Supporting Information, movie S4 show
the typical microstructural evolution during the lithiationdelithiation cycles. In the ﬁrst few cycles, the
coated a-Si layer underwent nearly reversible volumetric expansion and shrinkage. However, the uniform
a-Si coating became roughened and showed longitudinal cracks running parallel to the CNF axis (marked
by the red arrows in Figure 4e,f). The cracks typically
nucleated during the delithiation process (Figure 4e),
and became obvious during the following lithiation
process (Figure 4f). The surface roughening and crack
nucleation during delithiation are due to the plastic
ﬂow of lithiated silicon.9,16,36,37 Detailed modeling
is described in the following section. The electron
diﬀraction patterns indicated that the pristine a-Si
(Figure 4g) ﬁrst underwent the phase transformation
to form a-LixSi, which might partially or completely
crystallize to the c-Li15Si4 phase (Figure 4h).24,28 The
lithiated a-LixSi or c-Li15Si4 phases transformed back to
a-Si after delithiation (Figure 4i). It should be noted that
we did not observe noticeable changes in the diﬀraction patterns from the CNF, such as the spacing
expansion of the basal planes in the graphitic sheets
as observed in carbon nanotubes or few-layered
graphene,34,38 indicating a low degree of lithiation in
the CNF, which is consistent with the negligible small
morphology changes.
Figure 5 shows the longitudinal nanocrack formation in the a-Si coating layer after cycling. Reversible
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Figure 3. Close view of the sandwich-lithiation manner. (a) Pristine a-Si/CNF structure. The superimposed scheme shows the
coaxial layers of materials. The yellow arrows mark the positions of the a-Si layers on the CNF surface and hollow cavity,
respectively. (bd) Upon lithiation, Liþ ions diﬀused from the right to the left, followed by lithiation through the surface and
the interface (blue arrows). The unreacted a-Si layer was sandwiched in two layers of a-LixSi (c,d). Note that the layer
thicknesses were not uniform along the length, indicating that Li transport/insertion along both axial and radial directions. A
scheme of the layered structure is superimposed on the TEM image shown in panel d to illustrate the intermediate structure
during lithiation (blue, LixSi; yellow, a-Si; black, CNF). (e) Depletion of a-Si in the surface coating layer. With continued
lithiation, the a-Si layer was consumed by the top and bottom a-LixSi layers, resulting in moving tails of the a-Si layer (marked
by the yellow arrows). The radial lithiation speed varied, evidenced by the diﬀerent tail positions. (f) Morphology upon
completion of lithiation. Some stripes were visible along the axial directions, probably due to the uneven lithiation. A
superimposed scheme shows that the surface a-Si was fully lithiated to a-LixSi but the sealed a-Si was only partially lithiated
(blue bars in the scheme and the white lines at the interfaces in the TEM image).

volumetric changes took place in the lithiation
delithiation cycles (Figure 5ak), and the lithiated
phase could be either amorphous (Figure 5b,d,h) or
crystalline (Figure 5f,j).28 Close examination of the
structure after cycling reveals nanocracks (marked by
the red arrowheads in Figure 5l) and a sponge-like
structure, consistent with the previous results obtained
in the liquid-electrolyte-based in situ nanobattery28
or ex situ cells.16 Interestingly, the nanocracks were
mostly orientated along the longitudinal directions
(i.e., parallel to the CNF's axis). Such longitudinal cracks
are due to the tensile stress in the hoop direction,
which drives the initial ﬂaws (i.e., preexisting cracks) in
the axial orientation to propagate. We note that, to
accommodate the large volumetric expansion during
lithiation cycles, the lithiated silicon must deform
plastically. To illustrate the salient feature of the stress
ﬁeld, we consider that the silicon coating is uniformly
lithiated. This is not an unreasonable assumption when
the feature size of the silicon shell is small such that the
diﬀusion of lithium is a fast process through silicon. As
the lithiation progresses, the lithiated silicon enlarges.
Such expansion is constrained by the carbon core.
WANG ET AL.

An element in the curved lithiated silicon undergoes
tensile stress in the radial direction, and compressive
stresses in the hoop and axial directions. Upon subsequent delithiation, the element unloads elastically,
and then deforms plastically in compression in the
radial direction, while in tension in the hoop and axial
directions. This process can cause the initial ﬂaws in the
silicon shell to grow, leading to the fracture of the
lithiated silicon.37 It is worth noting that the fracture
event does not necessarily lead to immediate failure of
the battery, as long as a good bonding is maintained
between the lithiated silicon shell and the conductive
carbon backbone. Nevertheless, the fatigue fracture
associated with the cyclic plastic deformation of silicon
could become a major degradation mechanism of such
architecture in the cycle life.
We derive the stress ﬁeld in a siliconcarbon nanoﬁbers coaxial structure using the continuum theory of
ﬁnite deformation.39 The geometry is represented in
Figure 6a. We represent a material element in the
reference conﬁguration by its distance R from the
center. At time t, the material element moves to a
place at a distance r from the center. The function r(R, t)
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Figure 4. Microstructural changes during the lithiation-delithiation cycles. (a-f) Morphology evolution of an a-Si/CNF
structure in the ﬁrst three cycles. The dramatic changes occurred in the surface a-Si layer, which swelled and showed a
brighter contrast during lithiation. Nanocracks nucleated during the second delithiation process (e) and became more
obvious during the third lithiation process. (gi) Electron diﬀraction patterns (EDPs) of the pristine (g), lithiated (h), and
delithiated structures (i). Amorphous LixSi or crystalline Li15Si4 phases were formed after lithiation, which were converted to
a-Si after Li extraction.

speciﬁes the deformation kinematics. It is noted that
the elastic stiﬀness of CNF is around 10 times that of
the lithiated silicon;40,41 the deformation of rigid CNFs
is neglected. Because of the mechanical constraint
imposed by the CNFs in the axial direction, the lithiated
silicon is assumed to deform under the plane-strain
conditions. To focus on the main ideas, we neglect the
elasticity of the lithiated silicon; we model the lithiated
silicon as a rigid-plastic material.42 Consequently, the
expansion of lithiated silicon is entirely due to the
lithiation. Consider the shell of the lithiated silicon
between the radii A and r. This shell is lithiated from
the shell of pristine silicon between the radii A and R.
We assume that lithium is injected slowly and has
suﬃcient time to diﬀuse through silicon. The ratio of
the volume of the lithiated shell over the volume of
pristine silicon, β, is taken to be homogeneous and
evolves in time. Thus,
r 2  A2 ¼ β(R2  A2 )

(1)

This equation gives the function r(R, t) once the function β(t) is given. That is, β(t) fully speciﬁes the kinematics of the silicon shell, r = (A2 þ β(R2  A2))1/2. The
stretches can be calculated as
λr ¼

Dr
Rβ
r
¼
, λθ ¼ , λz ¼ 1
DR
r
R

εr ¼ log λr , εθ ¼ log λθ , εz ¼ log λz

(3)

To calculate the stress ﬁeld, one has to consider the
incremental plastic deformation with respect to time.
Given eq 2 and 3, we obtain that
!
1
1 1 A2 δβ
p
þ
δεr ¼ δ log λr  δ log β ¼
3
6 2 r2 β
!
1
1 1 A2 δβ
 2
δεpθ ¼ δ log λθ  δ log β ¼
3
6 2 r
β
1
1 δβ
δεpz ¼ δ log λz  δ log β ¼ 
3
3 β
The equivalent plastic strain increment is
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 p p
δβ 1 1 A4
δεij δεij ¼
þ
δεpeq ¼
3
β 9 3 r4

(4)

(5)

We adopt the ﬂow rule
sij ¼

(2)

We decompose the stretches by writing λr = λpr β1/3,
λθ = λpθβ1/3, λz = λpz β1/3, where β represents the volume
WANG ET AL.

change due to the insertion of lithium, and the plastic
stretch λp represents the shape change during lithiation. The volume change β has been assumed to be
isotropic for amorphous silicon. We can calculate the
strain components from the stretches,

2 σY
δεp
3 δεpeq ij

(6)

where sij is the deviatoric stress, deﬁned as sij =
σij  (1/3)σiiδij, where δij is the Kronecker delta, and
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Figure 5. Crack formation after cycling. (a-k) Morphology evolution in the ﬁrst ﬁve lithiation-delithiation cycles. (l) Zoomed-in
image of the structure after the ﬁfth delithiation process. The surface coating layer became rough with many nanocracks and
sponge-like morphology.

σY the yield strength of lithiated silicon. Therefore,
σY
1 1 A2
sr ¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ 2
1 1 A4 9 3 r
þ
9 3 r4

!

σY
1 1 A2
sθ ¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2
4 9
3 r
1 1A
þ
9 3 r4
sz ¼ 

the radial stress can be obtained by integrating eq 9, it
gives
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ 2
pﬃﬃﬃ
r 4 þ 3A4  3A
3
σr ¼ 
σY log
þ D, Aereb
3
r2
(10)

!

2
σY
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
9 1 1 A4
þ 4
9 3 r

The integration constant D is determined by the traction-free boundary condition, σr(b, t) = 0, such that
(7)

The stresses along hoop and axial directions are obtained by eq 7 and 8,
(8)

where σr, σθ, and σz represent the radial, hoop, and
axial stresses, respectively. Consider the force balance
of a material element in lithiated silicon
Dσr σr  σ θ
þ
¼ 0
Dr
r
WANG ET AL.

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 !
pﬃﬃﬃ
r 4 þ 3A4  3A
b
3
σY 2 log þ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
, Aereb
r
3
b4 þ 3A4  3A2

(11)

and
2σY
σr  σθ ¼ sr  sθ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4
r =A4 þ 3

σr ¼ 

(9)

σθ ¼ 

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 !
pﬃﬃﬃ
r 4 þ 3A4  3A
b
2σY
3
 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σY 2 log þ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
r
3
b4 þ 3A4  3A2
r 4 =A4 þ 3
σz ¼ 

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 !
pﬃﬃﬃ
3
r 4 þ 3A4  3A
b
σY 2 log þ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
3
r
b4 þ 3A4  3A2

!
1
1
 σY pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r 4 =A4 þ 3
3A4 =r 4 þ 1

(12)

Note that the stresses along the hoop and axial
directions are compressive during lithiation. During
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic illustration of an a-Si/CNF anode. The radius of carbon core is A. Lithiation of the CNF is neglected.
During lithiation (delithiation) of the a-Si shell, the radius of Si expands to be b. (b) Distribution of radial, hoop, and axial
stresses (σr, σθ, σz) after delithiation. The stresses are scaled with the yield strength of lithiated silicon σY. Experimental values
are taken in the calculations, A = 70 nm, b = 84 nm.

delithiation, however, theses stresses become tensile,
and can be calculated by taking the same approach,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 !
pﬃﬃﬃ
3
b
r 4 þ 3A4  3A
σY 2 log þ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
σr ¼
3
r
b4 þ 3A4  3A2
σθ ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 !
pﬃﬃﬃ
b
2σ Y
r 4 þ 3A4  3A
3
σY 2 log þ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
þ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r
3
b4 þ 3A4  3A2
r4 =A4 þ 3
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 !
pﬃﬃﬃ
3
b
r 4 þ 3A4  3A
σY 2 log þ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
σz ¼
3
r
b4 þ 3A4  3A2
!
(13)
1
1
þ σY pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4
4
4
4
r =A þ 3
1 þ 3A =r

We plot the stress ﬁeld after delithiation of the
silicon shell, Figure 6b. Experimental values are taken
in the calculations, A = 70 nm, b = 84 nm. As aforementioned, the tensile stress in the hoop direction acts
as the driving force for the cracks in the longitude
directions. A representative value of the yield strength
is σY = 1.5 GPa.38 A representative ﬂaw size is taken to
be a fraction of the thickness of the lithiated silicon
shell, c = 55 nm. The estimated stress intensity factor is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
K = σ(πc)1/2 = 0.62 MPa m. This value may be compared with the fracture toughness Kc = (γE)1/2 = 1.09
√
MPa m, where γ represents the surface energy, with a
typical value ∼1 J/m2, and E Young's modulus of
the lithiated silicon ∼12 GPa as measured in ex-situ
indentation experiments.42 Note that the magnitude
of the axial stress is slightly larger than that of the
hoop stress, but the observed crack is along the axial

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The a-Si/CNF samples were prepared by coating a-Si onto
CNFs with chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method (Applied
Sciences Inc.).28 The thickness of the surface a-Si coating layer
can be controllably varied. The working electrode was formed
by attaching a-Si/CNF composite nanowires to an aluminum (Al)

WANG ET AL.

direction. This diﬀerence between the experimental
observation and theoretical prediction is unresolved at
this writing.
Does the sandwich lithiation mechanism operate for
the a-Si/CNF composite anode immersed in a liquid
electrolyte in real batteries? Certainly this is an important question to ask, but unfortunately there is no
answer yet. This is under investigation despite of the
obvious experimental challenges including electronbeam induced damage to organic electrolytes.
CONCLUSION
The electrochemical lithiation and corresponding
microstructural evolution of the a-Si/CNF composite
nanowires were studied with in situ TEM in a half-cell
conﬁguration. A sandwich-lithiation mechanism was
discovered for the ﬁrst time, revealing fast Li diﬀusion
through the a-Si/CNF interface. Lithiation occurred
from both the top and bottom surfaces of the a-Si
layer and propagated through the thickness. Lithiation
of the a-Si deposited inside the hollow CNF was also
observed. Nanocracks and sponge-like structures were
formed after lithiation cycles. Fracture of the shell is
attributed to the cyclic plastic deformation of the
lithiated silicon. An analytical solution of the stress
ﬁeld is obtained based on the continuum theory of
ﬁnite deformation. Our observations provide an important insight into the electrochemical reactions and
failure mechanism of the Si/C composite materials for
lithium ion batteries.

rod with conductive silver epoxy. To enhance the electrical
transport between the composite nanowires and the Al rod, a
thin layer of carbon was coated by sputtering a graphite target.
Fresh Li metal was loaded onto a tungsten (W) rod in a glovebox
ﬁlled with helium (H2O and O2 concentration below 1 ppm) and
served as the counter electrode and Li source. The two electrodes were mounted onto a Nanofactory TEM-scanning tunneling
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